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Forest fires are usually large in size and therefore they are very difficult to extinguish.
Furthermore the terrain usually is difficult because there are no roads nearby. In addi-
tion, strong wind gives the fire such an intensity that it is very hard to evaluäte the dis-
persion time.
These problems mentioned above - large size of the fire, diffrcult or unreachable terrain,
unpredictable dispersion time - are crucial when we think about command and control
ofthe whole operation i.e. the extinguishing tactics in a sense how it is decided where to
put fire fighters and the equipment so that the arrangements are flexible enough in this
always changing situation.
Because of these problems airborne extinguishing has been in use in many countries for
decades. Depending on the circumstances the applied equipment varies. There are dif-
ferent kind of helicopters and aeroplanes in use that are able to carry a different amount
of water.
It is obvious that airborne extinguishing is contributing a great deal to forest fire extin-
guishing. In fact in unreachable terrain it is the only possible, let alone applicable way.
However, also countries like Finland where there are quite extensive timber road net-
worh long winters - in other words short forest fire seasons- and flat terrain the air-
borne extinguishing has its place supported by the fire fighting squads operating on the
ground.
In Finland we have used helicopters in forest fires for a long time. Helicopters can oper-
a!! Cuite effectively because we have thousands of lakes in Finland. Thii makes it pos-
sible to provide effective water supply for the helicopters. The other reason for using
helicopters was that they are serving other purposes also e.g. search and rescue.
Taking into account Finnish conditions in terms of geography and climate as well as
international experiences we came up with an idea of small extinguishing aeroplanes
modified from fertilising aeroplanes. Even though these planes can only carry from 600
to 800 litres water we found it worthwhile to start experiments with these planes.
Cost-benefit analysis influenced to this idea. In Finland only about 600-700 hectares is
burnt down every year the number of forest fires totalling approximately 1000 forest
fires respectively. This means that an average size of a single forest fire is only 0.6-0.7
hectares. In any case we also have to be prepared to prevent large forest fires but not to
keep the level ofpreparedness too high because ofthe costs.
Keeping in mind these economic facts we assumed that these small extinguishing aero-
planes can offer benefit to the total extinguishing system regardless of the small water
amount. This is because these planes can use short runways i.e. 400 metres long and 20
metres wide. Suitable roads to be used as runways can be found all over Finland which
makes it possible for the fire brigade by using their own equipment to refill the aero-
plane's water containers near the fires. We presume that together with helicopters these
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planes will contribute to our forest fire extinguishing system. By gathering experiences
we try to evaluate the ultimate benefit of these small planes.

PRECONDITIONS OF FIRE

As we all know the fires presupposes at least four elements. There have to be enough
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put fire down we have to remove at least one of these preconditions. The extinguishing
method depends on the type and location of the fire and the type of the burning material
(whether we are talking about smouldering fire or flame fire).
In forest fires we usually have enough all of these preconditions. This means that the
only thinkable way to extinguish forest fires is to cool down the temperature under the
ignition point and to do restriction lines i.e. remove burning material and make the sur-
roundings of the burning forest wet enough to restrict aftre.
By using water we can bind the temperature to the water droplets. The binding capacity
is optimal when the water droplet evaporates all the way down to the surface and in case
of forest fires also makes the surface a little bit wet. Type of forest fires varies from

- ground {ires that usually are smouldering fires to the forest fires where the trees are
burning from down to top rapidly. In the former case the fire usually spreads slowly and
the temperature is not very high whereas in the latter case fire spreads very fast and the
temperature is very high. It is needless to say that in the ground fires the amount of wa-
ter needed to extinguish is quite a bit smaller than in the rapidly spreading flame fire.

EXTINGUISHING METHODS

When deciding the extinguishing method there are two facts to be taken into account
with regards to airborne extinguishing: the temperature and the number of air-crafts or
in other words the total water capacity in an hour. There nre two possible method as far
as airborne extinguishing is concerned, direct and indirect. The method that is chosen
should be determined by the type of fire. If the temperature is high and it is possible to
get several air-crafts there are three possibilities. First, you can try direct extinguishing
i.e. put down the fire. Second, you may try direct extinguishing supported by indirect
extinguishing i.e. some planes are making restriction lines while other planes are using
direct extinguishing simultaneously. Third, you may have to decide to use only indirect
extinguishing i.e. make only restriction lines.
In any case it is quite complicated to calculate the suflicient amount of water in forest
fires because there are several variables that are not constant. This is why the "right"
extinguishing method has to be found out by evaluating the effectiveness of different
methods while using them.

COMMAND

In Finland we usually have to deal with small number of planes and helicopters. This
means that the extinguishing method has to be planned carefully and water should be
dropped to the right places. This calls for effective and specialized management espe-
cially when there are operating more than two air-crafts. For this purpose we have
started to train so called air extinguishing chiefs who are operating from command
aeroplane known as "birddog" in Canada. Air extinguishing chief helps extinguishing
aircrafts to do their job in optimal way.
According to the first experiences it is absolutely necessary to have air extinguishing
chief. His role is to consult responsible fire chief on the ground and to rotate all the air-
crafts accordingly as effectively as possible in order to get maximum extinguishing ef-
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fect. His job is demanding because he is supposed to decide where and when the water
is bombed, to give instant feed back about the drop to the extinguishing air-crafts and to
keep in touch on the ground. There are several kind of air-crafts in use that are flying in
different speeds and operating from different distances and that is why it is not always
simple to plan continuous rotation of the air-crafts. He also has to be aware of the secu-
rity matters in addition to the pilots.
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tiveness of these aeroplanes to be able to say how these small aeroplanes should be
used. In theory we know keeping in mind the total resources that these small aeroplanes
should be used together with helicopters in order to get the best possible result. Direct
extinguishing will be difficult because of the relatively small amount of water especially
when temperature of the fire is high whereas indirect extinguishing will be more effec-
tive if chemical additives are blent to the extinguishing water.

DE\MLOPMENT IN THE FUTTIRX

Ministry of the Interior started the experiment with small aeroplanes last summer. This
summer we have developed the system by giving the introduction course for about 20
air extinguishing chief -students and adding one more aeroplane to the system. This
summer we have four extinguishing aeroplanes and one command aeroplane in use.
However, today we can't talk about the training programme for the air extinguishing
chieß nor the extinguishing pilots. The first training course was just a basic course to
give an idea about the air extinguishing. Also training prograrnme for pilots is very im-
portant. Pilots have to fly in unusual turbulences and they often have restricted visibil-
ity. Next step in this respect is to create specialized training programme for air extin-
guishing chiefs and extinguishing pilots.
Another point related to training programme is to define how many air extinguishing
chiefs and pilots do we need in Finland. This means that we have to train a certain
amount of people from different parts of the country. This is important because each air
extinguishing chief as well as pilots should operate in real situations often enough to get
experience and ultimately reach the routine level.

EXTINGUISHING AIRCRAFTS USED IN FINLANI)

In Finland the most commonly used air'crafts are as follows:

- Mi-8
- Bell412
- Aerospatiale Super Puma
- Aerospatiale Dauphine
- Bell LongRanger
- Bell JetRanger
- Hughes 500 D-E
- MBB Bölkow
- Cessna AGtruck

helicopter bambi bucket with 2000 litres.
helicopter bambi bucket with 1000 litres.
helicopter bambi bucket with 2000 litres.
helicopter bambi bucket with 900 litres.
helicopter burden 500 kg at maximum.
helicopter burden 450 kg at maximum.
helicopter burden 450 kg at maximum.
helicopter burden 600 kg at maximum.
aeroplane 600-800litres.




